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ABSTRACT: 

The episode of severe acute respiratory syndrome Covid 2 (SARS-CoV2) in December 2019 structure 

Wuhan, China prompts corona virus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic. While the normal cold side 

effects are seen in gentle cases, COVID-19 is joined by multiorgan disappointment in extreme patients. 

The association of various organs in serious patients brings about protracting the hospitalization span and 

expanding the mortality rate. COVID-19 sickness instigates a hefty weight on the body and can leave 

patients experiencing indications long after recuperation, regardless of how mellow or extreme the 

contamination was. In spite of the fact that Coronavirus is basically an infection that hits the lungs, in 

more modest subset, it additionally appears to affect the lungs, heart, cerebrum, expanding the danger of 

long haul medical problems, and dangerous complications. The multi-organ brokenness is described by 

intense lung disappointment, intense liver disappointment, intense kidney injury, cardiovascular illness, 

and just as a wide range of hematological anomalies and neurological disorders.Nine days from the main 

day on which Coronavirus introduced manifestations is known as the Coronavirus period. Following nine 

days we have a post Coronavirus stage during which the patient tests negative which suggests that the 

infection has gone, however it has made harm the body which is determined. Post viral manifestations can 

take at a three months for the patient to completely recuperate from the after-effects. Since the 

contribution of a few organs in COVID-19 patients is significant for clinicians, expanding their insight 

may assist with improving the results and lessening the pace of mortality and horribleness. 
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